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Abstract
Planckian Interacting Dark Matter (PIDM) is a minimal scenario of dark matter as-
suming only gravitational interactions with the standard model and with only one free
parameter, the PIDM mass. PIDM can be successfully produced by gravitational scat-
tering in the thermal plasma of the Standard Model sector after inflation in the PIDM
mass range from TeV up to the GUT scale, if the reheating temperature is sufficiently
high. The minimal assumption of a GUT scale PIDM mass can be tested in the future
by measurements of the primordial tensor-to-scalar ratio. While large primordial tensor
modes would be in tension with the QCD axion as dark matter in a large mass range,
it would favour the PIDM as a minimal alternative to WIMPs. Here we generalise the
previously studied scalar PIDM scenario to the case of fermion, vector and tensor PIDM
scenarios, and show that the phenomenology is nearly identical, independent of the spin
of the PIDM. We also consider the specific realisation of the PIDM as the Kaluza-Klein
excitation of the graviton in orbifold compactifications of string theory, as well as in mod-
els of monodromy inflation and in Higgs inflation. Finally we discuss the possibility of
indirect detection of PIDM through non-perturbative decay.
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1 Introduction
For at least the better part of a century now, the general belief has been that we are just the
scum of the universe. The bulk is dark matter, consisting of particles that do not interact
electromagnetically. In a sense we are lucky that we know about it at all, as the equivalence
principle guarantees that it interacts with us at least gravitationally, giving us a window into
an otherwise inaccessible realm. Although physicists are usually hopeful that dark matter
couples to the standard particle content of the universe through some additional force that
will source dramatic new signatures, the extent of our knowledge at the moment only requires
this gravitational coupling. In the past, there has been good reason to suspect that some
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additional coupling may be present: the WIMP miracle attests that weak-scale dark matter
happens to produce the observed relic abundance, and many scenarios of beyond the standard
model physics include extra particles at this scale, some of which may be potential dark matter
candidates.
And yet, even after decades of search, this paradigm remains unverified. Direct detection
experiments have produced a distinct lack of signals, and the evidence for new physics at the
TeV scale has not been forthcoming from the LHC. While it is premature to claim the WIMP
paradigm is effectively ruled out, its initial seductiveness has been somewhat diminished, as
the originally expected values of its parameters are increasingly pushed toward heavier masses
and weaker couplings.
1.1 A GUT scale coincidence versus additional new physics
If the WIMP paradigm turns out to be a blind alley, then either the solution to the hierarchy
problem simply does not entail a dark matter candidate, as in low-scale SUSY with broken
R-parity, or instead we are being coerced toward a fundamentally different view of nature: that
the particle content of the standard model is all that there is, unaccompanied by the panoply of
light states that would conspire to render the weak scale technically natural. In this potentially
impending realization, the standard model is simply not typical, as far as the set of possible laws
of physics is concerned. The fact that it occurs 15 orders below the Planck scale, and appears
to require a wild fine-tuning of the fundamental parameters in order to maintain this hierarchy,
may be reality. The one reason that we might accept such an egregious setup, however, is that
the presence of life may actually be contingent on this miraculous conspiracy. The weak scale
happens to be very close to the QCD scale, and as a consequence many different atoms exist,
and can exchange energy over extremely long timescales, that sets up the existence of building
blocks for life, as well as stable environments where it can thrive [1, 2, 3, 4].
A milder anthropic argument requires that the dark matter abundance be not too much
larger or smaller than its observed value [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], otherwise the structure
needed for our existence would not have formed. Aside from the abundance, however, any other
details of the dark sector are not crucial for life, and so one would not expect them to be as fine
tuned as the standard model. Even if we are willing to accept an anthropic argument for the
unnaturalness of the weak scale, we would expect the dark sector to be as natural as possible,
a generic instantiation of physical law. If this is the case, the particle spectrum would be much
closer to the Planck scale, the natural ultraviolet cutoff scale.
Indeed, we expect new physics to come in close to the Planck scale, as at these energies
gravitational scattering violates perturbative unitarity bounds. A commonly referenced scale
is perhaps two orders of magnitude below, which is typically the size of the extra dimensions
in perturbative string theory, and where the fundamental forces of natural appear to (almost)
unify into a single GUT theory. Two more orders of magnitude below that, sterile neutrinos may
reside, giving rise to a see-saw explanation of the tiny neutrino masses we observe. Another
indication of new physics near the GUT scale is the conventional viewpoint that primordial
inflation is needed to solve the flatness and the horizon problem. Large field models of inflation
rooted in string theory require inflation to happen at an energy scale just below the GUT scale
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in order for the amplitude of the perturbations to match the CMB observations. If the dark
matter is part of this realm, it would naturally fit in with known completions of particle physics
and gravity, and reinforce exactly how special the laws of our visible sector are.
The immediate problem with such an idea is that it is extremely hard to produce such heavy
states. If our philosophy is taken literally, then the dark matter does not even have to couple to
the inflationary sector (or whatever field reheated the universe), and so is not produced directly
in the early universe. WIMPs start in thermal equilibrium, then gradually decouple from the
plasma as the density becomes too low for them to continue to efficiently interact. Particles
that are only gravitationally coupled are never in equilibrium with the dominant plasma of the
universe, but nevertheless they may be produced with the right abundance via the freeze-in
mechanism [15], which relies on annihilations of the standard model particles to populate the
dark sector. This is a relatively rare process even when the dark matter mass, mX , is not
Planckian, and it becomes all the more difficult to bear out if it does. This PIDM production
mechanism can successfully produce the right dark matter abundance in the large PIDM mass
range [16]
1 TeV . mX .MGUT (1)
if the reheating temperature is sufficiently high. Note, that since we are either assuming that
either R-parity is broken, or there is no low-scale supersymmetry, there is no lightest super-
symmetric partner (LSP), and therefore the usual upper bound on the reheating temperature
Trh . 1010GeV, from the LSP not overclosing the universe, is not valid.
In fact, as we show in section (2.4), obtaining the right abundance of dark matter in the
heavy PIDM limit, mX > 2.5 × 10−6γ−7/8mp (γ = 1 for instantaneous reheating), determines
up to logarithmic corrections the reheating temperature
Trh ' √γmX . (2)
We see that with a reheating temperature just below the GUT scale, a PIDM with a GUT
scale mass can lead to the right dark matter abundance. We note, however, that in the heavy
PIDM limit, the dark matter abundance is very sensitive to mX for a fixed Trh, while in the
low mass regime the abundance scales only linearly with mX for fixed Trh.
In the PIDM scenario, dark matter is as decoupled as fundamentally allowed, making it
the hardest scenario of dark matter to possibly test, and all hopes of direct detection, indirect
detection, and collider searches are doomed to fail. However, the inefficiency of the production
mechanism offers a silver lining, as the reheating temperature must be close to the GUT scale
if adapting minimal assumptions of a GUT scale PIDM mass. The only way such a setting
can be arranged is if both the efficiency of reheating and the energy scale of inflation are very
high. This, in turn, implies that primordial tensor modes will be necessarily produced alongside
the PIDM. If tensor modes are not detected in the next round of proposed experiments, the
interesting parameter regime of GUT scale masses will be definitively ruled out, and would be
an indication that there is either some additional interaction between the dark matter and the
visible sector or some additional mass scale present in the universe.
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1.2 Outline
We have demonstrated the ability of the PIDM scenario in our previous work, [16]. In sec-
tion 2, we elaborate on this initial investigation, and then in the following sections we present
two crucial features that were not addressed in the first work: in section 3, we systematically
run through the setup for various different choices for the spin of the PIDM, and show that
the outcome is extremely insensitive to this feature of the dark matter. The second feature
we emphasize in section 4 is that the PIDM paradigm, which before was treated as a phe-
nomenological Lagrangian, can be incorporated into existing models of high-energy physics.
We demonstrate this in several models, starting with a Kaluza-Klein setup, then moving on to
monodromy models of inflation. In both of these, the degrees of freedom already known to be
present can naturally act as dark matter through this mechanism, and no additional physics
need be invoked for this scenario to be borne out. We end the section with a discussion of how
the PIDM fits into Higgs inflation, a minimalistic model of the inflationary sector. Finally, in
section 5 we elaborate on one potential additional signature of the PIDM that was briefly men-
tioned in [16], namely PIDM decay mediated by gravitational instantons. This produces ultra
high energy cosmic rays that may be detectable in future observatories. Because the bounds on
these processes are already extremely strong, the action suppressing this decay channel must
be O(100), quite a bit larger than that found in standard Einstein gravity calculations, but
easily accommodated in generic quantum gravity extensions. We also briefly discuss the pos-
sible decay through perturbative gravitational portals, which are absent in flat space. If the
signal does turn out to be measurable, it will provide a rare window with which the nature of
quantum gravity may be probed.
Throughout this paper mp = 1.2× 1019GeV is the non-reduced Planck mass.
2 Calculational Setup
In this section we calculate the production of dark matter assuming that dark matter only
couples to the standard model through gravity.
2.1 Production
The Lagrangian for such a scenario will simply be
L = LSM + LDM + LEH +
√
8pi
2mp
hµν(T SMµν + T
DM
µν ) . (3)
Here, LSM denotes the SM Lagrangian, LDM governs the dark matter, and LEH is the Einstein-
Hilbert Lagrangian. We are assuming that some global charge is preventing the direct coupling
between the PIDM and SM, and preventing the PIDM from decaying. As an example, in
section (4) we will discuss the concrete model where the PIDM is the Kaluza-Klein excitation
of the graviton, and Kaluza-Klein parity conservation protects it from decaying. It has been
conjectured, however, that in a full UV complete theory of quantum gravity, there are no global
4
SM
DMSM
hµν
DM
Figure 1: The main contribution to PIDM production comes from annihilation of standard
model particles into a graviton and subsequent pair production of the dark matter particles.
symmetries [17], and so we return to the interesting possibility of an observable PIDM decay
signal induced by quantum gravity in section (5).
For simplicity, dark matter here is taken to be a free particle with no self interactions, though
in principle some could be added. Communication between the two sectors is only mediated
indirectly through gravity, which couples to their energy-momentum tensors. Because this
coupling is fixed by the equivalence principle, the only free parameter in this model is the
mass of the PIDM. If this were to be written as an effective interaction in the Lagrangian by
integrating out the graviton it would be a dimension 8 operator for a scalar PIDM, albeit a
nonlocal one since the graviton is massless. The annihilation of standard model particles into
dark matter that comes from this Lagrangian is through s-channel graviton exchange depicted
in Fig. 1, and results in a 2→ 2 amplitude
M = −i8pi〈p1|T
µν
SM |p2〉〈ka|(TDMµν − 12gµνTDMαα )|kb〉
m2p(ka + kb)
2
. (4)
Here, diffeomorphism invariance forces the on-shell energy momentum tensors to be divergence
free, (ka + kb)
µTµν = 0.
This annihilation must have been crucial in the early universe for dark matter to be produced
at all, since we have dictated that it does not even couple to the inflaton sector.
Since the interactions between the Standard Model and the hidden sector are Planck sup-
pressed, we expect them to be effective only at the highest available energies. Indeed, there are
a number of well-known mechanisms to produce a population of either super-heavy or super-
weakly interacting dark matter particles. In this work we rely on the freeze-in method for
production, by which a hot bath of high temperature standard model particles occasionally
results in collisions that annihilate and pair produce dark matter. This is a minimal scenario
because this process automatically takes place, and contributions from other production mech-
anisms will be commented on in section 2.5.
2.2 Relation to Other Dark Matter Scenarios
Freeze-in production of super-weakly interacting dark matter particles has been studied in many
different contexts, mostly focusing on light (electro-weak scale) masses ([18, 19, 20, 21, 15]).
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Beyond WIMP
Super Light Light Heavy
Strong x x MACHOs, black holes
Weak x WIMP WIMPZILLA
Super Weak Axion, sterile ν gravitino, FIMP PIDM
Table 1: Summary of various dark matter proposals, organized according to how strongly they
interact with the SM and how heavy the particles are.
These particles never reach thermal equilibrium, but any particle that is produced via its (rare)
interactions with the SM accumulates and contributes to its final abundance. It is important
to discriminate whether the interactions are mediated by renormalizable or non-renormalizable
interactions. In the former case, the production is dominated by the lowest temperatures T ∼
mX for which it is kinematically allowed, while in the latter case the production is dominated
by the highest available temperatures.
In the present case, we are concerned with a scenario where the dark matter is both super-
heavy and super-weakly interacting, mediated by its (non-renormalizable) gravitational inter-
action. We therefore expect it to be dominated by the highest available energy scales after
the end of inflation, encompassing both a non-thermal contribution from production during
re/preheating, and a thermal contribution from freeze-in during radiation domination. The
former is dominant for heavy dark matter with mass at or above the maximal temperature
after inflation mX & TMAX (see (13) for an estimate).
Note the PIDM scenario differs in important ways from its cousin, the WIMPZILLA [22, 23].
In one version of the WIMPZILLA, the WIMPZILLA is produced by the change in the vacuum
at the end of inflation. This production mechanism, which the authors labelled gravitational
production, is only effective for a narrow mass range well below the GUT scale, but in this
restricted mass range the PIDM becomes similar to a WIMPZILLA (see also section (2.5)).
In another version of the WIMPZILLA the authors also considered a different production
mechanism where dark matter is assumed to be coupled to the standard model via gauge
interactions, like the WIMP but much heavier. Thus, in this version of the WIMPZILLA the
thermally averaged cross-section is assumed to have the form 〈σv〉 ∼ αX/m2X , where αX is the
gauge coupling strength of the WIMPZILLA to the standard model, and mX is the mass of
the WIMPZILLA. Therefore this production mechanism is also different than the production
mechanism for the PIDM.
A related philosophy to the PIDM has also been followed in some works on hidden charged
dark matter1 [30, 31]. Here it is sometimes assumed that the dark matter sector is decoupled
completely from the standard model and produced by freeze out in the dark sector only. Dark
matter can then only be probed by the imprint on large scale structure of its self-interactions
mediated by dark photons. In these models, it is typically not specified how the dark sector is
1For some more recent and different directions of exploration related to the PIDM, see also [24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29].
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reheated after inflation. It would be interesting to use the production mechanism of the PIDM
to explore PIDMs carrying a U(1) charge in the dark sector, since PIDMs with a mass as small
as 103 GeV in principle are allowed [16]. We leave this for future work, and explore the minimal
PIDM scenario here.
2.3 Boltzmann equations
PIDM production occurs dominantly at the highest energy scales after inflation, namely in the
periods shortly after reheating, during reheating, and at the end of inflation. We find that
generically the reheating contribution dominates, so to compute the abundance we use the
description of the reheating dynamics from [32],
dρφ
dt
= −3H(1 + w)ρφ − S (5)
dρR
dt
= −4HρR + S + 2〈σv〉〈EX〉
(
n2X − (neqX )2
)
(6)
dnX
dt
= −3HnX − 〈σv〉
(
n2X − (neqX )2
)
(7)
These dictate how the energy density of the inflaton (or, more generally, reheaton) ρφ, radiation
ρR and number density of dark matter nX evolve. These sectors communicate through the term
S, which describes the inflaton decay into relativistic Standard Model, and which encapsulates
all dependence on the reheating dynamics. The effective equation of state w captures the
dynamics of the inflaton field.
For a general preheating scenario both S and w can have a complicated time dependence.
Here we make the minimal assumption that S = Γρφ where both Γ and w are constant. If we
denote the Hubble rate at the end of inflation by Hi, reheating will be practically instantaneous
(within one Hubble time) for Γ→ Hi, while Γ Hi gives rise to perturbative reheating. The
reheating temperature, defined by the condition H = Γ is
Trh = κ2γ(mpHi)
1/2 . (8)
Here κ2 = (45/(4pi
3grh))
1/4 ≈ .25, and grh is the number of degrees of freedom at reheating,
which we will assume to be that of the SM, though, since it enters with the one-fourth power,
our conclusions are quite insensitive to the precise number of particles. This defines the constant
γ ∈ (0, 1), which parameterizes the efficiency of reheating. A value of γ = 1 corresponds to
perfectly instantaneous reheating. It can be expressed as
γ =
√
Γ
Hi
=
(
gi
gRH
)1/4
e−
3
4
NRH(1+w) (9)
where NRH is the total duration of the reheating process, in e-folds. In order for the freeze-in
scenario to work in this context, γ must be close to 1.
Such an efficient scenario has been achieved in several concrete realizations, even in a per-
turbative reheating setup. For this, the decay rate is Γ = g2mφ/(8pi), where g is the coupling
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between the inflaton and the SM, and so γ ≈ .2g√mφ/Hi. This can easily be large enough
to produce the PIDM, if the inflaton is not too weakly coupled to the radiation and the mass
of the inflaton during reheating is comparable to the Hubble rate. However, one might worry
that such a strong coupling could lead to a naturalness problem in the inflaton sector [33], as
standard model degrees of freedom running through loops will alter the flatness of the inflaton
potential. This might motivate a generalization of the present study to include some specific
cases of non-perturbative reheating, which can be very efficient, though heavily dependent on
particular details of the model at hand. For instance, a non-perturbative scenario capable to
achieving γ ≈ 1 was laid out in [34], though the mechanism they find should not be expected
to be a generic feature of inflationary models. Here, we restrict our attention to perturbative
scenarios, since the results are more generic, and less model-dependent. In section 4.2, we will
discuss an example with perturbative reheating where symmetries forbid radiative corrections
from destroying the flatness of the inflaton potential even if γ = 1. This is achieved in a variant
of natural inflation (monodromy inflation), where a broken shift symmetry protects the flatness
of the inflaton potential.
Now we turn to the evolution of the system of equations (5-7). Assuming that the energy
density in the inflaton field dominates in equation (5), it will dilute as
ρφ ∝ a−3(1+w) (10)
until the point where H = Γ and the inflaton decays, signalling the end of reheating.
The radiation density, which can be related to the temperature of the plasma through
ρ = gpi2T 4/30, has a complicated time dependence, as the initial source of energy heats the
plasma, becomes depleted and the entire system starts to cool adiabatically.
This provides the relation between temperature and scale factor needed in order to calculate
the abundance. In the reheating phase the temperature behaves as [32]
T (a) =
κ1(γmpHi)
1/2
(1 + 3/5w)1/4
(
a−3(1−w)/2 − a−4)1/4 , (11)
where κ1 = (9/(2pi
3gmax))
1/4 ≈ .20,
The temperature attains a maximum at the value of the scale factor
amax =
(
8
3(1− w)
)2/(5+3w)
, (12)
in the convention where ai = 1 at the beginning of reheating. At this time, the temperature is
Tmax = κ1
(
5
8
)1/4(
8
3(1− w)
) 3(1+w)
4(5+3w)
(γmpHi)
1/2 . (13)
The dependence on the equation of state is relatively mild unless w ≈ 1, but the maximum
temperature scales like the square root of the efficiency parameter γ, so is roughly the geometric
mean of the actual and instantaneous reheat temperatures.
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After reheating the temperature evolves as
T (a) = Trh
arh
a
, (14)
and the Hubble rate is
H ' Hi
{
(a/ai)
−3(1+w)/2 a < arh
γ2(a/arh)
−2 a > arh
, (15)
with ai being the scale factor at the end of inflation and arh = aiγ
− 4
3(1+ω) the scale factor at the
end of reheating.
The last term in equation (6) is the collision contribution, where 〈σv〉 is the usual thermally
averaged 2 → 2 cross section for dark matter pair annihilation into SM particles. The precise
form of this depends on the details of the PIDM spin, and is calculated for each case in section
3. Because the PIDM is so weakly interacting, it will never come to dominate the evolution of
the plasma.
To solve the system 7 we will need the equilibrium value neq, which is given by [32]
neqX =
g
2pi2
m2XTK2
(m
T
)
(16)
where K2(x) is the modified Bessel function.
We also attempt to address the issue that we have been placing bounds on Hi, the Hubble
rate at the onset of reheating, and trying to relate this to HCMB, the scale of inflation as
observed in the cosmic microwave background. In general, Hi < HCMB. However, we can do
slightly better, to estimate the magnitude of the deviation during the ensuing evolution. Using
dH/dN = −H,
∆H = −
∫ Nrh
NCMB
dNH ≈ −.0375
( r
.01
)(∆N
60
)
H (17)
where we have made the assumption that H is nearly constant during evolution, and used the
single field slow roll result r = 16. This manifestly assumes that inflation does not end by 
becoming large, but rather the other slow roll parameter, η, which is expected in many small
field models of inflation2. Under these approximations, we see that the order of magnitude
change in H from CMB to reheating can be considerable for current bounds on r, but if it is
constrained by another order of magnitude or so, the difference in energy scales will become
negligible.
Foregoing this estimate, however, the combined CMB bound on tensor modes, r < 0.07
(95% CL) [35, 36], implies an upper bound on Hi,
Hi < 6.6× 10−6mp
( r
0.1
)1/2
. (18)
2In large field models of inflation with a monomial inflaton potential of the form V (φ) ∝ φα, which ends by
 becoming large, one finds HCMB/Hi ∼ Nα/4CMB , which is less than an order of magnitude for α . 2.
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2.4 Abundance Calculation
With the previous assumptions, the energy density of the inflaton and radiation can be solved,
leaving the quantity of interest for our purposes, the number density of dark matter particles.
Because it interacts so weakly, the dark matter will never come to dominate the energy density,
or even reach equilibrium, and the differential equation can be simplified in that case. It is
convenient to define the dimensionless abundance X = nXa
3/T 3rh, which obeys
dX
da
=
a2
T 3rhH(a)
〈σv〉(neqX )2 . (19)
This is valid when nX  neq, and the inverse annihilation process dominates.
One interesting feature of this equation is that it is valid independent of the momentum
distribution of the dark matter phase space density. This means that we do not have to make
the assumption that the dark matter is thermally distributed, which is relevant in this context,
because PIDMs are so weakly (self-)interacting that once they are produced they likely will
never interact again. Even so, this equation will hold for the zeroth moment of the phase space
distribution, namely the number density.
Note that we have used Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics to derive these expressions, which is
manifestly a good approximation in the large mass limit, where the exponential suppression
keeps population levels low enough that quantum effects are not important. This is less obvi-
ously valid in the high temperature limit, which is naively in the opposite regime. However it
turns out to be a fine approximation in this regime as well, since the process is given by a non-
renormalizable interaction, leading to the scaling |M|2 ∼ E4/m4p. Because of this, the highest
momenta, p ∼ T , which are not Boltzmann suppressed, dominate the phase space integration
and corrections from quantum statistics are therefore not large.
The equation for X can be integrated directly, assuming the initial abundance vanishes
Xf =
1
T 3rh
∫ af
ai
da
a2
H(a)
〈σv〉(neqX )2 . (20)
To perform this integral, we use (8), (15), (37). We are able to send af →∞ without introducing
any noticeable error, since the production rate is exponentially suppressed by this point, making
the integral insensitive to this region. Once this integration has been performed it will yield
an expression for the number density in terms of four parameters, mX , Hi, γ, and w. This is
related to the present day relic abundance through
ΩXh
2 = Qγ
4
1+w
mX
mp
Xf , Q =
1
8
T 3rhmps0
srhρc
≈ 9.2× 1024 . (21)
Here ρc = 1.88 · 10−29g/cm3 is the critical density for h = 1 and s0(srh) is the present entropy
density today (at T = Trh). The factor 1/8 is as introduced in [32], parametrizing the fact that
entropy continues to be generated for a time after reheating.
This integral is done numerically for several varieties of PIDM in the following section, but
it is useful to calculate it analytically in the computationally tractable “heavy PIDM limit”,
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mX  T . Here the equilibrium density asymptotes to an exponential. We work with a scalar
PIDM for definiteness, and set w = 0, as it only complicates matters without adding to the
physical intuition we are trying to build. The abundance becomes
Xf =
N0m
5
X
8pi2m4pT
3
rhHi
[
T 31
∫ arh
1
daa19/8e
− 2mX
T1
a3/8
+
arh
γ2
T 3rh
∫ af
arh
da
1
a
e
− 2mX
Trh
a
arh
]
. (22)
Here, N0 is the number of scalar particles in the standard model, the effects of the other
degrees of freedom are subdominant, and T1 = (1728/3125)
1/20Tmax = .97Tmax. We have split
the integral into thermal and nonthermal contributions, and treated the thermal contribution
during reheating to occur after the maximal temperature in (11) has already been reached. In
the limit where arh  1, af  arh, these integrals can be done, yielding
Xf =
N0m
4
X
8pi2m4pT
3
rhHi
[
4
3
T 41 e
− 2mX
T1 +
1
2
arh
γ2
T 4rhe
− 2mX
Trh
]
. (23)
For γ  1, the maximum temperature will be much larger than the reheating temperature, and
the second term can be neglected. The resultant expression can be set equal to the observed
relic abundance and solved for Hi(mX). The expression is:
Hi(m) =
4m2X
κ21γmp
W−1
(
−λγ−7/2 m
4
p
m4X
)−2
. (24)
Here W−1(x) is the Lambert productlog function, and λ = 12pi2ΩXh2κ32/(κ
4
1Q) = 1.4 × 10−23.
This expression gives us some insight into the basic properties of the Hubble rate needed in
order to produce the correct dark matter abundance: Firstly, if the argument of the productlog
is less than −1/e, no real solution exists. This in turn places a restriction on the parameters of
the model: γ7/8mX > 2.5× 10−6mp. For small masses the heavy PIDM approximation breaks
down, invalidating the analysis we used, but for large masses, this gives a lower bound on the
efficiency of reheating necessary for this production mechanism to work.
When the mass is large, the productlog is well approximated by a logarithm, and so in
this regime the Hubble rate necessary to produce the correct dark matter abundance scales as
Hi ∝ m2/(γ log(γ7/8mX)2). This scaling is borne out by the exact results presented in section
3.
2.5 Relation to Other Production Mechanisms
Before turning to the full calculations, we briefly contrast the freeze-in mechanism to other
potential sources of PIDM dark matter. These end up being not as relevant in the most
interesting parameter regime, where the dark matter mass is near the Planck scale.
The first additional method of production is due to the time-dependence of the metric at
the end of inflation, which triggers a Bogoliubov-type creation of particles. This mechanism
has been called ‘gravitational production’ [23, 37]. It is most relevant for mX ' Hi, which is
away from the heavy PIDM limit, and leads to modifications only within a relatively narrow
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range of masses, around mX ∼ 10−10 − 10−7mp, depending on the efficiency of reheating. For
this contribution to the energy density, we use the result from [38].
An additional mechanism can occur for the case of scalar PIDMs in the low mass regime
mX  Hi: during inflation, these act as a field, and so locally acquire a vacuum expectation
value typically of the order X ∼ √〈X2〉 = Hi/2pi. This condensate will actually be the
dominant energy density of the PIDM (unless the potential of the PIDM is modified away
from the pure quadratic form for large field values, as in the axion potentials, for example),
and lead to DM isocurvature perturbations, that are already ruled out observationally [36] (see
[13, 39, 40] for related discussions). So, this regime is not the most enticing part of parameter
space for these models, and its presence is highly model dependent.
3 Specific PIDM Calculations
Up to this point we have left the calculation of the relic abundance general, in terms of a cross
section for freeze-in. The precise value of this will depend on the type of particle that the PIDM
is. In this section we compute the cross section for several different choices of spin. Generically,
PIDM production will be a sum of three contributions:
〈σv〉 = N0〈σv〉0 +N1/2〈σv〉1/2 +N1〈σv〉1 , (25)
where the subscripts denote the spin of the standard model (SM) particles, and the Nis are the
number of degrees of freedom of each type, namely N0 = 4, N1/2 = 45, and N1 = 12 in the SM.
Each of these can be separately computed from the Gondolo-Gelmini formula for the ther-
mally averaged cross section [41]
〈σv〉 = 1
8m4XTK2(mX/T )
2
∫ ∞
4m2X
ds
√
s(s− 4m2X)σ(s)K1
(√
s
T
)
, (26)
where σ(s) is obtained by integrating over the Mandelstam variable t,
σ(s) =
−1
16pis(s− 4m2X)
∫ t−
t+
dt|M|2 , (27)
with t± = −(
√
s/4−m2X ∓
√
s/4)2. Specific matrix elements depend on the PIDM’s spin. To
compute the cross-sections we first need the annihilation amplitudes for dark matter production
from standard model particles. Using Equation (4), we can write down the general formula
for the amplitude M in terms of the stress-energy tensors of dark matter and standard model
particles:
M = −i8piG
s
(T µνSMT
DM
µν −
1
2
TSMTDM) , (28)
where TSM and TDM are the traces of the SM and DM stress-energy tensors respectively and
G ≡ m−2p . This formula is completely general, in that it can describe the production of dark
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matter particles of any spin3 from standard model particles of any spin via graviton exchange.
To obtain the particular amplitude we are interested in, we simply substitute in (28) the
appropriate stress-energy tensors in momentum-space. Once we have the amplitude, we square
it and sum over spin states since we are only interested in the unpolarized cross sections.
3.1 Scalar PIDM
We will focus now on a scalar PIDM. For real scalar SM particles going into real scalar DM
particles the relevant stress-energy tensors are:
T SMµν =
1
2
(p1µp2ν + p1νp2µ − ηµνp1 · p2)
TDMµν =
1
2
(kaµkbν + kaνkbµ − ηµν(ka · kb +m2X)) , (29)
where the masses of the SM particles are negligible with respect to the DM mass, and so they can
be treated as massless. The factor of 1/2 is necessary because we are considering real scalars, as
opposed to complex scalars. The amplitude isM0→0 = (−i16piG/s)[(p1·ka)2+(p1·kb)2−(p1·p2)2]
or, rewritten as a function of the Mandelstam variables s = (p1 + p2)
2 and t = (p1 − ka)2 (and
squared):
|M0→0|2 = 4G2pi2 (m
2
X − t)2(m2X − s− t)2
s2
. (30)
For fermion SM particles going into scalar DM particles the stress-energy tensor TDMµν remains
the same, while
T SMµν = u¯(p2)[
1
4
γµ(p1 − p2)ν + 1
4
γν(p1 − p2)µ]u(p1) , (31)
and the amplitude isM1/2→0(s, s′) = (−i4piG/s)u¯s(p2)[ /ka(p1 ·kb−p2 ·kb) + /kb(p1 ·ka−p2 ·ka)−
p1 ·p2( /p1− /p2)]us′(p1), where s and s′ label the spin states of the two incoming SM fermions. We
sum over the spins s and s′, |M1/2→0|2 =
∑
s,s′ |M1/2→0(s, s′)|2. The evaluation of the amplitude
squared then reduces to the evaluation of a single trace, |M1/2→0|2 = (16pi2G2/s2)Tr[ /p1Q /p2Q ],
where we have defined the quantity Q = ( /ka(p1 ·kb−p2 ·kb)+ /kb(p1 ·ka−p2 ·ka)−p1 ·p2( /p1− /p2)).
We find,
|M1/2→0|2 = −8G2pi2 (2m
2
X − s− 2t)2(m4X − 2m2Xt+ t(s+ t))
s2
. (32)
For vector SM particles the stress-energy tensor is
T SMµν =
1
2
[2 · 1(p1µp2ν + p1νp2µ)− 2 · p1(p2µ1ν + 1µp2ν)− 1 · p2(p1ν2µ + p1µ2ν)
+(p1 · p2 +m2SM)(1µ2ν + 1ν2µ) + ηµν(2 · p11 · p2 − (p1 · p2 +m2SM)2 · 1)], (33)
3An exception is spin 2, for which an additional, model-dependent contribution can be present. We delay
discussion of this case until the concrete model of orbifolded extra dimensions is discussed in section 4.1.
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where 1 and 2 are respectively the polarization vectors of the first and second SM particle,
and mSM is their common mass. In the case of an exactly massless photon-like vector particle,
the trace part −(1/2)TSMTDM is zero and the amplitude is
MmSM=01→0 =
1
2
[2 · 1(2p1 · kap2 · kb + 2p1 · kbp2 · ka − 2(p1p2)2)
−2 · p1(2p2 · ka1 · kb + 2p2 · kb1 · ka − 2p2 · 1p1 · p2)
−1 · p2(2p1 · kb2 · ka + 2p1 · ka2 · kb − 2p1 · 2p1 · p2)
+p1 · p2(21 · ka2 · kb + 21 · kb2 · ka − 21 · 2p1 · p2)
+(−2ka · kb − 4m2X)(2 · p11 · p2 − p1 · p22 · 1)]. (34)
In analogy with the spin 1/2 case, we have to square the amplitude and sum over polarization
states using
∑
∗1µ1ν =
∑
∗2µ2ν = −gµν . We arrive at the final expression for the amplitude
squared
|MmSM=01→0 |2 = 8G2pi2
(m4X − 2m2Xt+ t(s+ t))2
s2
. (35)
If the SM vectors are massive, the trace part is no longer zero and we have to add the corre-
sponding terms to (34), which are proportional to m2SM . The spin sum identities are modified
to
∑
∗1µ(p1)1ν(p1) = −gµν + p1µp1ν/m2SM and
∑
∗2µ(p2)2ν(p2) = −gµν + p2µp2ν/m2SM for a
massive particle. As before, we square the expression for the amplitude, which now contains
terms proportional to the mass of the SM particles, and use the sum identities above. Only at
the end of the calculation we take the limit mSM → 0. We find the simple result
|MmSM 6=01→0 |2 = |MmSM=01→0 |2 + |M0→0|2 . (36)
This is consistent with the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem. Indeed, suppose that we
are above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. Then the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) symmetry
group is unbroken, the Higgs field is in its symmetric ground state and the vector degrees of
freedom of the standard model are exactly massless. The Higgs boson contributes 4 scalar d.o.f.
to the annihilation amplitude |M0→0|2 and the vector bosons contribute 4 massless transverse
d.o.f. to the annihilation amplitude |MmSM=01→0 |2. Instead, if we are below the electroweak scale,
the symmetry is spontaneously broken and 3 of the 4 scalar d.o.f. are eaten by the W and
Z vector bosons, which become massive. Then the Higgs field contributes 1 scalar d.o.f. to
|M0→0|2, while the photon contributes 1 massless transverse d.o.f. to |MmSM=01→0 |2 and the 3
massive vectors contribute to |MmSM 6=01→0 |2 with one longitudinal and two transverse d.o.f. Since
|MmSM 6=01→0 |2 is just the sum of the massless vector amplitude and the scalar amplitude in the
high energy limit, the end result is the same, as it should be.
Given the amplitudes for scalar PIDM production, equation (26) can be used to arrive at
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the thermally averaged cross sections:
〈σv〉0 = pim
2
X
8m4p
[
3
5
K21
K22
+
2
5
+
4
5
T
mX
K1
K2
+
8
5
T 2
m2X
]
,
〈σv〉1/2 = 〈σv〉1 = 4piT
2
m4p
[
2
15
(
m2X
T 2
(
K21
K22
− 1
)
+3
mX
T
K1
K2
+ 6
)]
.
The Ki are modified Bessel functions, with argument mX/T (a), and the brackets asymptote to
1 for mX  T , leaving the prefactor to display the non-relativistic behavior (s-wave for scalars,
and d-wave otherwise).
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Figure 2: The value of the Hubble rate at the start of reheating that gives the observed dark
matter abundance, as a function of the mass of the PIDM, for various values of reheating effi-
ciency (blue: γ = 1, orange: γ = 0.1, and green: γ = 0.01). The red region is excluded from
the current bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, and the purple dashed line is the projected
sensitivity for future CMB experiments, from [42]. The dotted lines show the additional ‘grav-
itational production’ contribution [23, 37, 38]. The dashed-dotted line marks mX = Hi, left of
which is excluded for scalar PIDMs (unless corrections to the PIDM potential are important
during inflation). All values are given in units of mp.
The thermally averaged cross sections can be used in equation (20) to find the value of
the relic abundance numerically. If the PIDM is to be the dominant component of the dark
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matter, we require the parameters to be such that the abundance measured by Planck, Ωch
2 =
0.1198 ± 0.0015 (68%CL) [43] is produced, which will define a lower dimensional manifold in
parameter space for which this occurs. One useful way to express this is illustrated in Fig. 2
whose level curves are the lines in the Hi −mX plane which satisfy this criterion, for several
values of the reheating efficiency γ. For very efficient reheating, γ ≈ 1, the PIDM is produced
shortly after reheating via freeze-in. Only for smaller values of γ, does the contribution to
production during reheating become relevant.
The shape of the level curves interpolate between the analytic estimates of section 2.4 for
small and large masses. The Hubble rate must be larger to produce the same cross section
for small masses due to the suppression of the cross section in this regime, and similarly for
large masses due to the exponential Boltzmann suppression. We also include the contribution
from ‘gravitational production’ discussed in section 2.5 as the dotted lines, which is relevant
for mX ' Hi. The results are robust when varying w in the range (−2/3, 2/3).
We see that, in the limit of instantaneous reheating (γ = 1), the range of viable PIDM
masses is quite large, spanning from 10−10 − 10−2mp. However, this range is very sensitive to
the reheating efficiency, and shrinks significantly if reheating takes just a bit longer. If γ . 10−3,
which corresponds to a reheating lasting Nrh & 10/(1 + w) e-folds, the freeze-in mechanism
cannot be operational for any value of the PIDM mass. For values just above this, the allowed
mass range is centered at mX ∼ 10−6mp.
However, the philosophy of our scenario prefers substantially higher PIDM masses, as these
are more minimal, especially in the scalar case where quantum corrections typically will drive
the mass towards the ultraviolet cutoff in the effective theory. Indeed, for large enough γ,
mX &MGUT is in accordance with observations. The maximum value of the PIDM mass for a
given bound on the tensor to scalar ratio is
mmax = 0.023 γ
1/2r1/4mp . (37)
If we take the current bounds, r < 0.07, then the maximum allowed mass is 0.013mp. This
value decreases if the reheating efficiency is smaller. If we favor large masses, therefore, the
scale of inflation must be such that we expect to see tensor modes in the next round of CMB
experiments. For the futuristic sensitivity of r ∼ 10−4 quoted in [42], the maximum mass can
be improved by almost an order of magnitude. Remarkably, the entire region of parameters
with GUT scale masses can be probed in the foreseeable future.
Therefore, if the next generation of CMB experiments exclude primordial tensor modes to
this level, the PIDM scenario will only be viable if its mass is significantly below the natural
cutoff scale. Let us stress again that our conclusions are predicated on the standard reheating
setup, with a constant equation of state and decay rate. More general scenarios may alter these
conclusions, but at the cost of introducing additional model dependence.
3.2 Fermion PIDM
Very little changes when going from a scalar PIDM to a fermion PIDM. The only differ-
ence is that the DM stress-energy tensor is now TDMµν = u¯(kb,mX)[
1
4
γµ(ka − kb)ν + 14γν(ka −
16
kb)µ]u(ka,mX). For SM scalars going into fermion DM equation (28) yields
|M0→1/2|2 = 8G2pi2 (m
2
X − t)(−m2X + s+ t)(−2m2X + s+ 2t)2
s2
, (38)
while for fermion SM particles
|M1/2→1/2|2 = 8G
2pi2
s2
[32m8X − 32m6X(s+ 4t) + 2m4X(5s2 + 64st+ 96t2)
−4m2X(s3 + 13s2t+ 40st2 + 32t3) + s4 + 10s3t+ 42s2t2 + 64st3 + 32t4], (39)
and finally for vector SM bosons
|M1→1/2|2 = −32G2pi2 (m
4
X − 2m2Xt+ t(s+ t))[s2 + 2(m4X − 2m2Xt+ t(s+ t))]
s2
. (40)
Using (26) we obtain the thermally averaged cross sections:
〈σv〉0 = pimXT
2m4p
[
4
5
T
mX
+
1
5
mX
T
− 1
5
mX
T
K21
K22
+
2
5
K1
K2
]
,
〈σv〉1/2 = 〈σv〉1 = 4pimXT
m4p
[
6
5
T
mX
+
2
15
mX
T
− 2
15
mX
T
K21
K22
+
3
5
K1
K2
]
.
(41)
As before, the argument of the Bessel functions is mX/T , and the brackets asymptote to 1
for mX  T . In this scenario, all the cross sections are p-wave. The level curves in Fig. 3
show the lines for which the fermion PIDM abundance matches the cold dark matter density
measured by Planck. As one can see, the results are very similar to the case of a scalar PIDM.
In particular, in the limit of instantaneous reheating the allowed range for the DM mass is
quite large, with 0.01mp being the largest possible mass compatible with the constraint on the
inflation scale. If we lower γ the viable mass range quickly shrinks. The upper bound on mX is
10−3mp for γ = 0.1 and 10−4mp for γ = 0.01. The main point remains that the minimal PIDM
scenario demands a high inflation scale and fast reheating.
3.3 Vector PIDM
In the case where the PIDM is a vector, the squared amplitude for scalar production is
|M0→1|2 = 12pi
2G2 (m2X − t)2 (−m2X + s+ t)2
s2
= 3|M0→0|2. (42)
For production by SM fermions, it is
|M1/2→1|2 = −2pi
2G2
s2
[12m8X − 12m6X(s+ 4t) +m4X
(
5s2 + 48st+ 72t2
)− 2m2X(
2s3 + 11s2t+ 30st2 + 24t3
)
+ t
(
5s3 + 17s2t+ 24st2 + 12t3
)
], (43)
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2, but for fermion PIDMs. The blue curve is for γ = 1, orange for
γ = 0.1 and green for γ = 0.01. The region above the red line is excluded from the current
bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. Note that, in contrast to scalar PIDM, also values mX < Hi
(gray line) are allowed.
and for production by SM vectors, it is
|M1→1|2 = 2pi
2G2 (m4X − 2m2Xt+ s2 + st+ t2) (3m4X − 6m2Xt+ s2 + 3st+ 3t2)
s2
. (44)
The thermally averaged cross sections are:
〈σv〉0 = 3pim
2
X
8m4p
[
3
5
K21
K22
+
2
5
+
4
5
T
mX
K1
K2
+
8
5
T 2
m2X
]
,
〈σv〉1/2 = 〈σv〉1 = pim
2
X
m4p
[
11
20
K21
K22
+
9
20
+
13
20
T
mX
K1
K2
+
13
10
T 2
m2X
]
, (45)
with the argument of the Bessel functions mX/T , and brackets which asymptote to 1 for
mX  T . The cross sections have the same structure as the scalar-to-scalar one, with different
prefactors. In particular, 〈σv〉0 is just 3 times the scalar-to-scalar cross section, due to the 3
polarization states of a massive vector particle. Fig. 4 shows the Hubble parameter at the end
of inflation that gives the correct relic abundance as a function of the PIDM mass.
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 2, but for vector PIDMs. The blue curve is for γ = 1, orange for γ = 0.1
and green for γ = 0.01. The region above the red line is excluded from the current bound on
the tensor-to-scalar ratio.
3.4 Nonminimally Coupled PIDM
In the case where the PIDM is a scalar, we may be interested in the scenario where the theory
contains an additional nonminimal coupling to gravity, of the form
LNM = 1
2
(ξφφ
2 + ξXX
2)R (46)
where X is the PIDM, and φ is any scalar present in the standard model, each with their own
coupling. The matrix element for this process is
|M|2 = 4G2pi2
(
m4 + st+ t2 −m2(s+ 2t+ 2sξφ)− s2(ξX + ξφ + 6ξXξφ)
s
)2
(47)
leading to the thermally-averaged cross section
〈σv〉 = G
2m2pi
360x2
(
x2(2 + 5(1 + 2Xc + 2X
2
c )X
2
h)
K21(x)
K22(x)
+ 6x(1 + 5X2cX
2
h)
K1(x)
K2(x)
+
2(6 + 30X2cX
2
h + x
2(−1 + 5XcX2h + 5X2cX2h))
)
(48)
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where we have defined Xh = 1 + 6ξφ, Xc = 1 + 6ξX , and x = m/T . The nonrelativistic limit of
this expression is
〈σv〉 → G
2m2pi
8
(1 + 4ξX)
2(1 + 6ξφ)
2 . (49)
Therefore, the nonminimal coupling can be effectively taken into account by the replacement
m → m(1 + 4ξX)(1 + 6ξφ) for the scalar-scalar process. If the standard model Higgs has a
large nonminimal coupling to gravity, then it will dominate the production cross section for the
PIDM. If either value of the nonminimal coupling is significantly larger than O(1), it becomes
harder for the minimal PIDM scenario, in which the mass is GUT scale, to be realized, as the
effective mass can become several orders of magnitude larger than the actual mass. On the
other hand, our conclusions so far are robust when allowing for a small non-minimal coupling,
in agreement with the expected size generated by renormalization group effects [44].
4 In Situ PIDMs
In the previous section we have demonstrated that the PIDM is a viable dark matter candidate
for large reheating temperatures, and that it is rather insensitive to the details of the scenario,
other than the mass of the PIDM. In this section, we outline several scenarios that naturally
contain particles capable of acting as PIDMs.
4.1 Orbifold KK PIDMs
The possibility that a Kaluza-Klein (KK) resonance may act as the dark matter particle is an
attractive scenario [45]. Here, the 4d mass is a consequence of the momentum in the extra
dimension(s), which is quantized due to their compact nature. Since the 4d mass is inversely
proportional to the compactification size, the implementation of a minimal PIDM (GUT scale
mass) in this scenario requires that the extra dimensions are small, e.g. related to the GUT
scale. We consider the simplest set-up depicted in Fig.5, starting from a 5d Minkowski space
where one of the spatial dimensions is compactified on the orbifold segment S1/Z2. While the
orbifold breaks KK number conservations, the lightest KK state is stable due to the KK parity
symmetry [46]. The 4d and 5d Planck masses are related by
M35 = m
2
p/R (50)
where M5 and mp are the 5d and 4d Planck scales, respectively, and R is the compactification
scale (the length of the segment).
Upon compactification the 5d metric gMN with M,N = 0, .., 4 is split into three components:
a collection of 4d tensor fields g
(n)
µν , a collection of 4d vector fields g
(n)
µ4 and a collection of 4d
scalar fields g
(n)
44 , one for each n ∈ N and with µ, ν = 0, ..., 3. Each of these three components
contains a massless (zero) mode and an infinite KK tower of massive states, with masses that
are integer multiples of the inverse compactification radius: mn = n/R. So, for example, the
modes with n = 0 correspond to the massless graviton g
(0)
µν , a U(1) gauge boson g
(0)
µ4 and the
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Figure 5: Minimal setup in which the PIDM is the first Kaluza-Klein excitation of the graviton
in a S1/Z2 orbifold compactification. The orbifold action Z2 explicitly breaks KK number
conservation, but leaves an invariance under KK parity, which makes the lightest KK graviton
stable. The SM fields (open strings in the figure) live on a brane stuck at one of the two orbifold
fixed points. The Z2 symmetry then requires the presence of an identical brane located at the
opposite fixed point. The graviton (the closed strings in the figure) is the only field able to
propagate in the extra dimension.
radion g
(0)
44 , while the states with n 6= 0 are their massive counterparts. A massless graviton
in five dimensions has 5 degrees of freedom, and this number matches the counting of degrees
of freedom at each KK level n. For n = 0 we have a massless graviton in four dimensions, a
massless gauge boson and a massless scalar field for a total of 2+2+1=5 degrees of freedom.
For n 6= 0 the counting is slightly more involved. For a S1 compactification, one can see that
the infinite dimensional symmetry of S1 is spontaneously broken by the vacuum configuration
gMN = ηMN , giving rise to a Higgs-like mechanism which is geometrical in nature [47]. As a
result, the massless spin-2 fields g
(n)
µν absorb the vector and scalar fields at the same KK level
n 6= 0 and become massive. A massive graviton in 4d has 5 degrees of freedom, and the two
numbers match also in this case.
In order to make a more realistic scenario for particle physics, our setup has an additional
ingredient, the orbifolding by Z2. The Z2 breaks KK-number conservation, but still leaves a
conserved KK-parity that guarantees the stability of the lightest KK resonance, which will be
our PIDM candidate. Note that KK-parity is not the same as parity under the Z2, but can
be expressed as a conservation of the parity (−1)KK , where KK is the KK-number. This
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means that an odd KK-number state cannot decay into SM particles, which carry even KK-
number/parity.
Given the circle compactification with coordinate x4 ≡ y ∈ [0, 2piR], the segment orbifold is
obtained by identifying y and −y, with the two fixed points at y = 0 and y = piR. We decide to
have the SM fields trapped on a brane located at one of the fixed points, with the 5d graviton
the only field able to propagate in the bulk. Fields defined on the orbifold can be even or odd
under y → −y, depending on whether they satisfy Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions.
An even field satisfies Φ+(y) = Φ+(−y), while for an odd field Φ−(y) = −Φ−(−y). Expanding
the fields in a Fourier series in the compact coordinate y we get
Φ+(x, y) ∼ Φ(0)+ (x) +
∞∑
n=1
Φ
(n)
+ (x) cos(ny/R)
Φ−(x, y) ∼
∞∑
n=1
Φ
(n)
− (x) sin(ny/R)
(51)
with mass mn = n/R for the nth mode. It is clear from the expansion that only even fields
contain a zero mode. Consider now the 5d metric gMN(x, y). Given that ∂µ is even and ∂4 is
odd under the Z2 parity, coordinate invariance of the gravity action actually tells us that gµν
and gµ4 must have opposite parities, whereas gµν and g44 have the same parity. This means that
if gµν and g44 are even (we need gµν to be even, otherwise there would be no massless graviton),
then gµ4 is odd and does not have a zero mode. In other words, we can use the Z2 symmetry to
project out the unwanted gauge boson. That still leaves us with an unstabilised scalar field, the
radion g
(0)
44 ≡ φ(x), which controls the size of the extra dimension. There are various ways to
stabilise the radion. Moduli stabilisation is not the focus of this paper, therefore we will limit
ourselves to pointing out a couple of ways in which this can be achieved in our scenario. One,
very minimal, possibility is to have the radion stabilised by an inter-brane potential. Another
possibility, if we embed our model in a larger 10 dimensional string theory compactification, is
moduli stabilisation by fluxes and non-perturbative effects in string theory.
To sum up, the particle content of our model is the following: a massless graviton, a
stabilised (massive) scalar field and an infinite KK tower of massive gravitons, all free to
propagate in the bulk, plus all the standard model fields which are confined on the brane. The
gravitons interact both with the two branes and among themselves.
The dimensionally reduced quadratic Lagrangian for the massive KK modes of the graviton
has the Fierz-Pauli form:
Ln = 1
2
(
∂λh
µν,n∂λhnµν − ∂λhµ,nµ ∂λhν,nν − 2∂λhλν,n∂µhnµν + 2∂νhλ,nλ ∂µhnµν +m2n(hµ,nµ hν,nν − hµν,nhnµν)
)
,
(52)
where hµν is the linearized 4d metric. The higher order terms describe the self-interactions of
the KK gravitons. The interaction term with the SM fields is
Lnint =
√
8pi
2mp
hnµνT
µν
SM . (53)
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Figure 6: Pair production of KK gravitons via graviton exchange (left) and contact interaction
(right) diagrams. This process is possible both for even and odd n, and the amplitude scales
as 1/m2p. For n = 1 this process describes one of two most relevant production channels of the
lightest KK graviton.
Now we are ready to compute the abundance of the lightest KK excitation of the graviton in
our setup. For simplicity, we will call the nth KK mode of the graviton KKn, the stable KK1
being the PIDM candidate. First of all, since the dark matter particle in this setup has odd
KK parity, it cannot directly couple to the standard model sector, whose particles have even
KK parity. This means that it can only be produced in pairs. Double production of KK modes
takes place through a graviton exchange diagram as well as a contact interaction diagram,
shown in Fig. 6, which we add up to obtain the full amplitude. In principle we should consider
the contribution coming from all the diagrams of this type with a generic combination of higher
order same-parity KK modes in the final state, which can then decay to the stable KK1 and
add to its abundance. In the limit of natural PIDM mass, however, we can safely ignore those
higher order contributions and only consider the diagrams corresponding to the production of
KK1. Moreover, we can assume that the mediator in the first diagram is just the massless
graviton, as the other terms coming from diagrams in which the mediator is a massive graviton
will be subleading in this regime.
To compute the amplitudes we need, apart from the usual SM-graviton vertex that we
already used in the other scenarios, the triple graviton vertex and the two graviton seagull
vertex that gives rise to the contact interaction. We use the Feynman rules of [48] for the triple
graviton vertex τµναβ,γδ(ka, kb) and the contact interaction vertex V
µν,αβ
S (p1, p2), with S = 0, 1/2, 1
depending on the spin of the SM particles, p1,p2 the momenta of the incoming SM particles
and ka,kb the momenta of the outgoing gravitons. Strictly speaking, the Feynman rules for the
two vertices are only valid for massless gravitons, but we can get the Feynman rules for massive
gravitons by dimensional reduction of the corresponding 5d vertices. We know that the tensor
structure of the vertices is the same in any number of dimensions, therefore we can use the
same rules but with 5d indices and momenta. The rules are now exact because we have pure
Einstein gravity with massless gravitons in the extra-dimensional space. To go from 5d to 4d
we just contract the 5d vertices with the 4d massive graviton polarization tensors in order to
project out the unwanted degrees of freedom, and we express the 5-momenta in terms of the 4d
ones. So for example the product k
(5)
a · k(5)b of the massless gravitons 5-momenta becomes after
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Figure 7: Production of single KK gravitons with even KK number via inverse decay of SM
particles. The amplitude scales with the first power 1/mp of the Planck mass.
dimensional reduction: k
(5)
a · k(5)b = k(4)a · k(4)b + mamb, where ma and mb are the masses of the
two KK gravitons in the final state, which correspond to the components of the 5-momenta in
the extra dimension (see Appendix A for details).
The analytical expressions for the amplitudes are rather complicated and uninteresting, so
we will not show them here. We will confine our discussion here to their scaling behavior,
since this contains the relevant physics. The amplitudes scale as |M|2 ∼ E12/(m8m4p), where
E represents the typical energy scale of the process and m is the graviton mass. A peculiar
property of these amplitudes, then, is that they diverge for m → 0, signaling that the theory
becomes strongly coupled at low masses. This is a well-known feature of the theory of a single
massive graviton [49]. In fact, for a single graviton in four dimensions with a Planck scale mp
and a mass m, one can show that there is a sensible effective field theory which is valid up to a
low-energy cutoff Λ = (m2mp)
1/3 (low with respect to the Planck scale), above which the EFT
becomes invalid. Looking at the scaling behaviour of the amplitudes, unitarity is lost, and the
EFT breaks down, when the ratio E12/(m8m4p) is of order one. This condition sets an energy
scale in our theory, which is exactly the cutoff Λ. It is useful to look at the problem from
the point of view of 5d Einstein gravity, which we know is a consistent, stable and cutoff free
theory. After compactification, 5d gravity is equivalent to the 4d theory of an infinite number
of fully interacting massive gravitons. It is clear from this perspective that there should be no
strong coupling problem or low scale cutoff in the complete 4d theory, which should be valid
all the way up to the 5d Planck mass. What happens is that the 4d graviton modes interact in
such a way as to cancel out all the strong coupling effects and the low energy cutoff disappears
from the final theory [50, 51]. Any truncation of the full 4d theory to a finite number of KK
modes will automatically introduce a cutoff in the effective field theory.
Given that the amplitudes and cross sections are extremely cumbersome and difficult to
work with, it is useful to obtain approximate expressions when the high mass approximation is
valid. If the maximum temperature during reheating, Eq. 13, is much higher than the mass of
the PIDM particle, or equivalently the inverse compactification radius, then our approximation
is bound to fail, since higher order KK modes will be produced copiously. Roughly, the number
of excited KK modes N during reheating is N ∼ Tmax/mX . If N . 1, then only the first
excited state (the PIDM) is produced effectively, and we can consistently neglect all the higher
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Figure 8: Decay of KK gravitons with even KK number into lighter KK modes (left) and SM
particles (right).
KK modes in our calculations.
Given the bound on the energy scale of inflation, we can assume N . 1 for mX .
10−4/10−5mp and γ & 0.01. In this regime, we can expand the cross sections in powers of
T/mX and retain the first few terms:
〈σv〉0 = 61G
2m2X
1152pi
(
1 +
243
61
T
mX
+
3244
61
T 2
m2X
+O
(
T
mX
)3)
,
〈σv〉1/2 = 〈σv〉1 = 175G
2m2X
192pi
(
1 + 3
T
mX
+
15243
700
T 2
m2X
+O
(
T
mX
)3)
.
(54)
These are the (approximate) cross sections for the direct production of KK1 by standard model
particles, in complete analogy with what we have done for the lower spin cases.
In this scenario, however, we have another potentially competing process for the production
of KK1, namely the creation of a single even KK mode by standard model particles, which then
decays to the PIDM. Even modes can couple directly to the standard model sector and thus
be singly produced by the inverse decay process SM + SM → KK2n of Fig. 7. The question
then is wether these even modes decay predominantly back to SM particles or to the PIDM.
The decay widths of KK gravitons to SM particles were computed in [52]:
Γ(KK → SS) = 1
960pi
m3
m2p
,
Γ(KK → ff¯) = 3
320pi
m3
m2p
,
Γ(KK → V V ) = N
160pi
m3
m2p
,
(55)
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where N is 1 for photons and 8 for gluons. The three partial decay widths describe decay to
scalar, fermion and vector particles respectively. The total decay width to SM particles, which
we denote by ΓSM , will then just be a sum of the three, each counted with the right number of
degrees of freedom.
The decay width of a KK graviton to lighter modes can be computed simply from the
triple graviton vertex, using the dimensional reduction prescriptions we described earlier. In
the regime N . 1 considered here, the dominant contribution will be given by the decay of the
first few even modes, which are the lightest. The decay process KK2 → 2KK1 is classically
forbidden because its phase space is exactly zero. However, radiative corrections to the mass
of KK2 could in principle open up the decay channel if they are big enough (and positive).
Taking the mass of KK2 to be M and the one of KK1 to be m, the decay rate is given by
ΓKK =
√
1− 4m2
M2
(M2 − 4m2)2 (90m8 − 48m6M2 + 59m4M4 + 5m2M6 + 2M8)
864pim2pm
8M
. (56)
Next we have the decay KK4 → 2KK1, which vanishes at tree level due to KK number
conservation in the bulk. However, the presence of the two branes explicitly breaks momentum
conservation in the extra dimension, giving rise to a non-zero KK4 contribution with loop-
induced decay: KK number violating effects are localized on the orbifold fixed points and
therefore only appear at loop level. All higher order decays have negligible contributions due
to extreme Boltzmann suppression in the high mass limit. Given the number density of KK2n,
nKK2n , the additive contribution to the PIDM number density will then be δnX = 2nKK2nBR2n,
where BR2n is the branching ratio ofKK2n → 2KK1. As we said, for our purposes it is sufficient
to consider only n = 1, 2.
Following [15], the dimensionless abundance XKK2n ≡ nKK2na3/T 3rh for the process SM +
SM → KK2n is
XKK2n =
45mpΓSM
(1.66)4pi4M2g
3/2
rh
∫ ∞
M/Trh
K1(x)x
3dx, (57)
where M = 2nm is the mass of the n = 1, 2 mode and grh ∼ 100 the effective number of
standard model degrees of freedom at Trh. If we call XD the PIDM abundance coming from
direct production, the final abundance will be X = XD + 2XKK2BR2 + 2XKK4BR4.
Note that the presence of a process like SM + SM → KK2n that leads to an additional
contribution to the PIDM density is a qualitatively different feature of this model compared to
the minimal PIDM scenario (with spin 0,1/2 and 1). The origin of this difference lies in the
fact that for a maximally hidden dark sector, a dark matter particle of spin different than two
can only communicate indirectly through gravity with the standard model sector, whereas a
spin 2 particle, being graviton-like, can also couple directly to the standard model particles,
without the need of a mediator. In this particular model the dark matter particle cannot couple
directly to the standard model sector because of KK parity, but its heavier excitations can and
this adds to the dark matter abundance when they decay to the stable mode.
Depending on the details of the model, both BR2 and BR4 can vary from 0 to 1, so
that either process (direct production or inverse decay) can dominate. However, we checked
numerically that the impact on the Hi bound is very mild, due to the strong dependence of X
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on Hi. The constraint plot is almost unaffected by a change in the branching ratios, proving
the robustness of the predictions. The constraint plot is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Constraint plot for KK PIDM. The blue curve is for γ = 1, orange for γ = 0.1 and
green for γ = 0.01. The mass range is restricted to the interval [10−4, 0.1] where the single KK
graviton approximation is valid. All values are given in units of mp.
The results are similar to the lower spin cases, the only difference being that the mass range
for which we can trust our calculations is now significantly smaller. We checked that our results
are stable when including higher order terms in the cross section formulae, which means that
the single KK graviton approximation is valid. At lower masses the production of the other KK
excitations become important and in principle one should take into account the full interacting
theory of the KK tower with itself and the SM brane.
4.2 Monodromy Inflation and PIDM
Since the minimal PIDM with a GUT scale mass requires a high scale of inflation and efficient
reheating, it is interesting to ask how the PIDM can be embedded into well-known models of
high scale inflation. A setup that appears to overcome problems of high scale inflation in string
theory is monodromy inflation [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58], which also leads to interesting possible
signatures in terms of primordial non-Gaussianity [59, 60].
In this subsection we briefly discuss how the PIDM can be incorporated in an effective
description of monodromy inflation, where the effective 4-D monodromy potential is obtained
from compactification of 11-dimensional Supergravity (SUGRA) by the mixing of an axion-like
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field with a four-form from the effective four dimensional action [55]
SInfl =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
16pi2
m2pR−
1
2 · 4!FµνλρF
µνλρ − 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ+
µ
4!
φµνλρFµνλρ
]
+
1
6
∫
d4x
√−g∇µ
[
F µνλσAνλσ − µφ
µνλρ
√−gAνλρ
]
. (58)
To incorporate the PIDM we add a massive scalar degree of freedom with a natural mass, M ,
of order the 11-dimensional Planck mass, M11,
SPIDM = −1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [∂µσ∂µσ +M2σ2] . (59)
And also add a mechanism of reheating via the coupling
SRH =
∫
d4x
√−g φ
fφ
GµνG˜
µν , (60)
which parametrises the effective coupling of the inflaton to a Standard Model sector gauge field
strength Gµν (and its dual G˜
µν). The effective model describing inflation, dark matter and
reheating is
SEff = SInfl + SPIDM + SRH . (61)
We can for example think of σ as a lightest stable Kaluza-Klein mode, and from the discussion of
the previous section, the phenomenology is similar when replacing it with a fermion or graviton
mode, as long as it only couples gravitationally to the four-form and the inflaton.
In the model of [55], the four-form of eq. (58) describes a membrane moving in 11-dimensional
SUGRA, and the background of the four-form breaks the shift symmetry providing a quadratic
potential for the inflaton φ,
Veff =
1
2
(q + µφ)2 , (62)
valid within the large field range mp  φ ≤ M211/µ, with µ ∼ O(103)(M11/mp)2M11  M11,
such that large field inflation can take place. Since the amplitude of the observed density
perturbations, δρ/ρ ∼ 10−5 fixes the mass of the inflaton to be µ ∼ 1013GeV, one obtains
M11 ∼ MGUT = 1016GeV. Thus, in this setup, we naturally obtain a PIDM with a mass
mX ∼M11 of order the GUT scale.
In order to have an efficient production of the PIDM by graviton scattering, we need, as
previously discussed, a high reheating temperature. In the model of [55], inflation ends when
the inflaton background value, q/µ+φ, drops below MPl and the inflaton starts to oscillate in its
potential. The axion-like inflaton naturally couples to the Standard Model gauge sector, with
a coupling of the form (60), with µ . fφ . M11. We can compute the reheating temperature
by noting that the decay rate of the inflaton into the SM gauge field sector is
Γ =
µ3
8pif 2φ
, (63)
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which leads to a reheating temperature
Trh =
κ2
(8pi2)1/4
µ3/2m
1/2
p
fφ
. (64)
In terms of the parameter γ =
√
Γ/Hi, parametrising the efficiency of the reheating, we have
γ =
1√
8pi
µ
fφ
. (65)
With the PIDM mass being set by M11 of order the GUT scale, the right abundance of dark
matter is obtained for γ & 0.1, which implies that we have to require fφ ∼ µ ∼ 1013GeV. On
the other hand, before ending this section, let us mention that it is also possible to lower the
PIDM mass scale to be similar to the inflaton mass, M ∼ µ, while instead having the inflaton
decay constant fixed to the GUT scale fφ ∼M11 ∼ 1016GeV.
While we have demonstrated the the PIDM is natural in monodromy inflation from the
point of view of effective field theory, it will be interesting to see a precise realization of the
PIDM scenario in a full UV complete model of axion monodromy in string theory. This is,
however, beyond the scope of the present paper.
4.3 Higgs Inflation PIDMs
Following the philosophy of minimality, it may also be interesting to ask if the PIDM can fit
within scenarios of Higgs inflation [61]. In these models inflation happens entirely within the
standard model, modified only with a non-minimal coupling of the Higgs to the standard model.
The Lagrangian is
L =
(
1
16pi2
m2p + ξH
†H
)
R + gµν(DµH)(DνH)− λ
(
(H†H)− v
2
2
)2
. (66)
Let us add to this setup a the action of the PIDM as in eq. (59).
The authors of [62] consider two examples, critical and non-critical Higgs inflation. In
the original non-critical version of Higgs inflation, inflation happens on the plateau of the
Starobinsky inflation form, which in the Einstein frame takes the form
VStar ≈
λm4p
256pi4ξ2
(
1 + e−4piφ/
√
3mp
)−2
, (67)
where φ is the canonically normalized Higgs field that acts as the inflaton. In this case ξ ∼ 104
and the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r = 16, is related to the number of e-folds, N∗, when the CMB
scales leave the horizon, through the relation  = 3/(4N2∗ ). In the non-critical case where
reheating proceeds perturbatively, the reheating temperature was estimated to be Trh ∼ 1014
GeV, which with r = 3× 10−3 implies γ ∼ 10−2, which is consistent with an effective Einstein
frame PIDM mass of mX ∼ 10−5mp. For the relation to the Jordan frame see section (3.4).
In this case, it may be interesting to explore a possible connection between the PIDM and
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leptogenesis, as the PIDM mass is around the mass of the heavy right handed neutrino masses.
It has been argued in [62], that in the non-critical case, Higgs inflation can proceed even if
the standard model vacuum is metastable, since thermal corrections can restore the symmetry
at the time of reheating in the non-critical case, and the inflaton will therefore be trapped
in the electroweak vacuum. However, the instability may still be triggered during reheating
[44, 63, 64]. In addition, there are serious concerns about the validity range of the effective
theory used to describe non-critical Higgs inflation [65, 66, 67] (see also [68, 69] for further
discussions).
On the other hand, in the critical case one assumes that the top quark mass and the Higgs
coupling are finely tuned against each other, such that second (potentially harmful) vacuum
disappears and instead turns into an inflection point of the potential, that can be used for
inflation. In this form inflation no longer occurs at the plateau, and the relation  ∼ 1/N2∗ is
broken. For a recent evaluation we refer to [70]. A large tensor-to-scalar ratio is possible with
ξ ∼ 10 and a reheating temperature just below the GUT scale [71, 72]. In that case an effective
Einstein frame PIDM with mX ∼MGUT can fit within Higgs inflation.
5 Additional Possible Signatures
5.1 Nonperturbative Decay
Throughout, we have posited the stability of the PIDM, nominally protected by a symmetry
that is respected by all particle interactions. However, quantum gravitational effects are ex-
pected to induce processes that violate global symmetries [17]. This means that the PIDM can
in principle decay into SM particles through gravitational instanton interactions which are sup-
pressed by the Euclidean action S. It is important to make sure that the stability of the PIDM
is not spoiled by these nonperturbative effects, that will result in the production of ultra-high
energy cosmic rays, as in [73, 74, 75, 76].
The possibility that the observed flux of ultra-high energy cosmic rays at E & 1019 eV is
dominantly produced by the decay of super-heavy dark matter has been excluded long ago
based on the relative fraction of photons versus charged cosmic rays [77, 78]. Assuming instead
that the observed flux is of astrophysical origin, it is possible to put stringent upper limits on
a potential exotic contribution due to dark matter decay. Depending on the decay channel and
its mass, these bounds can be translated in lower limits on the lifetime, that apply to the PIDM
scenario. Observations from the AUGER observatory and the Telescope Array [79] place bounds
for the lifetime for qq¯ decay at & 1022 yr [80] for masses in the range M ∼ 1013 − 1016 GeV.
Additionally, bounds on an ultra-high energy neutrino flux analyzed in [81, 82, 83] constrain
the lifetime of this decay to be & 1015 yr for M ∼ 1016 GeV. In addition, the invisible decay to
relativistic particles (such as neutrinos) is constrained by Planck data [84], giving a lower bound
& 1011 yr if PIDM provides the dominant contribution to the observed dark matter density. In
the future a signal at the energies indicative of PIDM decay could be potentially detected e.g.
at JEM-EUSO or at ARA [80].
The PIDM decays, being mediated by instanton interactions, contain an additional param-
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eter, namely the instanton action S. The experimental bounds can be translated to bounds on
the value of this action. If nonperturbative quantum gravity effects are present, they can be
described by additional operators in the effective Lagrangian that break the global symmetry
and are suppressed by e−S [85]. The terms that will give the dominant contribution to the decay
rate are the ones with the lowest power of mp in the denominator, i.e. the lowest dimensional
symmetry breaking operators. The general form of these operators, for different spins, is listed
here:
spin 0 : LNP = gmpXH†H
spin 1/2 : LNP = gX¯HL
spin 1 : LNP = g(∂µXν − ∂νXµ)Bµν
spin 2 : LNP = g
mp
XµνT SMµν , (68)
where X is the PIDM field, H(L) the Higgs (lepton) doublet, and T SMµν is the energy-momentum
tensor of the standard model fields. The coupling constant g ∼ e−S measures the strength of
nonperturbative quantum gravity effects and is exponentially suppressed by the Euclidean
action of the process. Note that the scalar operator is dimension 3, the fermion and vector are
dimension 4, and the tensor operator is dimension 5. The decay lifetime of the PIDM for these
types of operators can be estimated as
dimension 3 : τX = α
mX
m2p
e2S
dimension 4 : τX = α
1
mX
e2S
dimension 5 : τX = α
m2p
m3X
e2S, (69)
where mX is the mass of the PIDM and α is an O(100) number. Due to the exponential
dependence the lower limits on the instanton action S are rather insensitive to the details
of the decay. For example, for GUT scale dark matter the requirement τX > 10
22(1011) yr
translates into a lower limit S > 85(72) for the dimension 3 operator, S > 77(65) for dimension
4, and S > 70(58) for dimension 5.
How realistic are these values for the action? Following [85], in a large class of models
based on Einstein theory of gravity the action is fairly small, of order O(101). It is well-known,
however, that the ‘wormhole’ action is sensitive to the structure of spacetime on very small
scales and to certain details of the quantum gravity theory that completes GR at high energies.
Indeed, in the same paper, the authors showed that modifications of Einstein theory on very
small length scales can lead to strong suppression of these nonperturbative effects, so that the
dark matter particles may become essentially stable.
In order to assess the strength of these nonperturbative gravitational effects we need to
compute the Euclidean action of a wormhole that can change the global charge, inducing a
violation of the global symmetry. If we compute the action in Einstein gravity, this will be of
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order SE ∼ m2pR2, where R is the radius of the wormhole throat. If the description of spacetime
is valid only up to a certain cutoff Λ, we should only include instanton contributions up to Λ.
Then, the naive (though generically untrue) estimate of the instanton action is S ∼ m2p/Λ2,
where it is implicitly assumed that the size of the wormhole is of the order of the cutoff length,
R ∼ Λ−1. Therefore, if there are additional (lower) energy scales in our model (as in string
theory and KK theories) above which classical gravity breaks down, gravitational instantons
are strongly suppressed by factors of e−m
2
p/Λ
2
.
If we take string theory as the quantum gravity theory, for example, violations of global
symmetries are suppressed by the topological factor e−8pi
2/g2 , where g is the string coupling.
The string scale Ms is given by M
2
s = m
2
pg
2/(8pi2), so that we can rewrite this factor as e−m
2
p/M
2
s .
In string models this effect is strong enough to completely erase any noticeable global symmetry
breaking. A very large string coupling would be required in order to make this effect manifest.
5.2 Decay through gravity portals
In our model we imagine that the dark matter particle is stabilised by a mechanism that remains
operational also in the presence of a curved background. In other words, we assume that the
symmetry that stabilises the PIDM is valid also in a curved spacetime. It is interesting to
see what happens when this assumption is dropped. The possibility of dark matter decay to
standard model particles via interactions that are only present when the curvature is non-zero
was explored in [86]. These interactions take the form of a non-minimal coupling between
gravity and the dark matter field that breaks the global stabilising symmetry and induce the
decay, and they are generically called “gravity portals”.
The dominant contribution to the decay will be given by the lowest dimensional operator
linear in the Ricci scalar R:
Lξ = −ξRF (X) , (70)
where ξ is the dimensionless parameter controlling the strength of the non-minimal coupling
and F (X) a real function linear in the dark matter field X, which can carry any spin. After
expressing the full theory in the Einstein frame, this term gives rise to dark matter decay into
SM particles.
For a scalar field, the function is simply F (X) = MX, where M is a mass scale than can be
taken to be of the order of the Planck scale. Then the non-minimal coupling term Lξ = ξMRφ
explicitly breaks the Z2 stabilising symmetry under which the dark matter field X is odd and
the SM fields are even. At tree level this term generates up to four-body decay. In general three-
body decay is expected to dominate for low DM masses, while four-body decay is the dominant
contribution for large DM masses. Taking into account all decay processes, as done in [86], one
can compute the total decay rate ΓX of DM to SM particles and compare this to the age of
the universe to obtain a conservative bound on the DM mass and/or the coupling parameter
ξ. Natural values of the non-minimal coupling parameter, ξ ∼ O(1) lead to lifetimes that are
orders of magnitude shorter than the age of the universe in the whole range of masses that we
consider: from ∼ 1 GeV up to the GUT scale. This implies that, for scalar DM at least, the
non-minimal coupling to gravity must be extremely suppressed, especially for large DM masses.
A possible mechanism to realize this is to imagine that the scalar DM field is charged under
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a gauge symmetry that is spontaneously broken, effectively producing the gravity-portal term
with a very small ξ.
The situation improves somewhat if we consider non-scalar DM. We know for example that
fermionic particles are protected against rapid decays by Lorentz symmetry. In the case where
X is a fermionic singlet, it was proven in [86] that for ξ ∼ O(1), the lifetimes are consistent
with observations if mX . 106 GeV, which has some overlap with our mass range. For high
masses, however, and in particular for natural values of the order of the GUT scale, we still
need a strong suppression on ξ.
Note that the non-minimal coupling in (70) is different from the one in (46). In fact, the first
directly couples the DM particle to the SM degrees of freedom, while the latter just describes an
additional (besides the minimal one) direct coupling between DM (as well as the SM particles)
and gravity.
6 Conclusions
In this note, we have extended the original scenario of Planckian Interacting Dark Matter laid
out in [16]. In particular, we have extended the analysis to fermion, vector and spin 2 PIDM
particles. We find that the main conclusions we had obtained for the scalar case are robust,
and that the broad details of the PIDM sector do not lead to qualitative changes. Therefore, in
order for the PIDM to be minimal, with mass close to the GUT scale, reheating must be both
very efficient and occur at a very high scale. This, in turn, implies the creation of a detectable
level of tensor modes. Not seeing primordial tensor modes in the near future will therefore
imply that dark matter either has non-gravitational interactions with the SM sector or that
there is a new mass scale of nature related to the dark matter mass.
We have also shown that it is possible to incorporate the PIDM scenario into existing
theoretical frameworks, such as compactifications and monodromy, and have also commented
on Higgs inflation. Scenarios such as Horava-Witten compactifications, which do not have a
known WIMP candidate [87], may now be integrated into a realistic cosmology through this
mechanism. Though we prefer the PIDM mass to be around the GUT scale, incorporating
it into a GUT theory immediately alters our mechanism, as generically, even heavy singlet
states may interact with standard model particles through massive gauge bosons. Additionally,
GUT theories contain monopole states that will be overproduced during reheating, in conflict
with experimental bounds. If our motivation is taken seriously, and there is no additional
physics beyond the standard model until very high energies, however, the absence of gauge
coupling unification may point to the more minimal scenario discussed here, with gravitational
interactions only.
Though the PIDM does not predict signals searched for in current dark matter direct or
indirect detection experiments, there is a possibility that gravitationally mediated decays lead
to production of ultra high energy cosmic rays, gamma rays and neutrinos that may potentially
be detected in future observatories. The very stability of this scenario, if guaranteed by a
global symmetry, requires mildly large Euclidean action, which has implications for the types
of quantum gravity theories one expects to ultimately find at high energies. On the other hand,
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if the stability is guaranteed by a discrete symmetry, the PIDM may also be absolutely stable.
The lack of conventional signals makes the minimal PIDM scenario falsifiable, in the sense
that if any deviations from the pure cold dark matter framework are found, the minimal PIDM
scenario will be ruled out. Any indication that dark matter is self interacting, warm, couples
to standard model particles, or is produced in colliders, will eliminate the minimal PIDM
scenario. Within the minimal PIDM framework, all current dark matter anomalies, such as
the missing satellite problem, the cusp-core problem, the too big to fail problem, the diversity
problem, and the various signals seen from galactic environments, must ultimately be explained
by conventional standard model processes, rather than exotic dark matter physics. We note
that it is possible, however, to deviate from the minimal PIDM scenario either by adding
new mass scales or additional self-interactions in the dark matter sector, while having dark
matter interacting only gravitationally with the SM sector. In this non-minimal self-interacting
PIDM scenario the PIDM can presumably be produced by the same mechanism as outlined
in the present paper, but with additional non-trivial observational signatures. We leave it
for future work to explore this possibility. On the other hand, the minimal PIDM scenario
with M &MGUT , that is motivated by naturalness arguments, requires a tensor-to-scalar ratio
r & 10−4, providing a benchmark value for future CMB polarization experiments.
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Note added
During the completion of this work the papers [88, 89, 90] appeared. The results of [88] are
related to our discussion in section 3, and in the cases of overlap between the two papers our
results agree, except for a sign in the vector energy-momentum tensor affecting the vector
amplitudes. In [89] the PIDM as a massive graviton is discussed, but the authors appear to
only consider the light PIDM regime. In [90] the possible detection of PIDM cosmic ray decay
signals are discussed.
A Three-graviton vertex
For the computation of the abundance of spin-2 PIDM within the framework of orbifold com-
pactifications we need three-graviton vertices involving two massive and one massless mode.
We follow the strategy outlined in [91], and first consider the three-graviton vertex in five di-
mensions, which has the same structure as in 4d [48], but with all Lorentz indices replaced by
five-dimensional ones. By contracting the open indices with 4-dimensional polarization vectors
or 4d-propagators, only the four-dimensional part of the vertex is projected out. However, in
addition, the vertex contains cross-products of 5d momenta of the form k
(5)
a · k(5)b . For the
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orbifold compactification, they can be expressed in terms of four-momenta in the following
way: the KK modes of the graviton hµν can be decomposed as (only even modes under KK
contribute to hµν with µ, ν in 4d)
φ(X)→ 1
piR
∑
n
φ(n)(x) cos
(ny
R
)
(71)
which yields the usual KK mass term (GMN =diag(1,−1,−1,−1,−1))∫ 2piR
0
GMN∂Mφ(X)∂Nφ(X) =
∑
n
(
ηµν∂µφ
(n)(x)∂νφ
(n)(x)− n
2
R2
(φ(n)(x))2
)
(72)
The 4d fields are decomposed in momentum space in the usual way (
∫
k
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)32Ek
),
φ(n)(x) =
∫
k
(
eikxa
(n)†
k + e
−ikxa(n)k
)
(73)
with k2 = n2/R2.
We are interested in contributions to the three-graviton vertex of the form (d5X = d4xdy)
V =
∫
d5Xφ(X)GMN∂Mφ(X)∂Nφ(X) (74)
which gives k
(5)
a · k(5)b terms in 5d momentum space. Let us consider terms with one zero-
mode (usual graviton) and two modes n 6= 0. The relevant cross-product terms come about in
contributions where the 5d-derivative acts on the n 6= 0 modes,
V ⊃
∫
d4xφ(0)(x)
∫ 2piR
0
dy
(
ηµν∂µφ
(n)(x)∂νφ
(n)(x) cos2(ny/R)− 1
R2
(φ(n)(x))2 sin2(ny/R)
)
= piR
∫
d4xφ(0)(x)
(
ηµν∂µφ
(n)(x)∂νφ
(n)(x)− 1
R2
(φ(n)(x))2
)
(75)
Consider a φ(0)(k)→ φ(n)(ka)φ(n)(kb) process,
〈0|a(0)k V a(n)†ka a
(n)†
kb
|0〉 ∝ ηµν(ika)µ(ikb)ν − n
2
R2
= −(ka · kb + n
2
R2
) (76)
When following along the lines of [91] to obtain the full three-graviton vertex this gives the
replacement rule
k(5)a · k(5)b → ka · kb +
n2
R2
(77)
for the dot-product of five-momenta in terms of the four-dimensional momenta and the KK
mass. Similarly, when considering the self-energy of the nth KK mode (one in- and one out-
going momentum) one finds (k
(5)
a )2 → k2a−n2/R2 = 0, in accordance with the naive expectation.
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Note that five-momentum is in general not conserved due to the breaking of shift symmetry in
the five-direction by the orbifolding.
For the decay m = 2n → n + n of a heavier mode into two lighter modes, we also need
the corresponding three-graviton vertex. One finds analogously to above k
(5)
a · k(5) → k(5)a · k(5)b ,
k(5) · k(5)b → k(5)a · k(5)b , and (k(5))2 → 0 where k corresponds to the momentum of the KK mode
m = 2n. Note that one may not replace (k
(5)
c )2 by (k
(5)
a +k
(5)
b )
2 here, due to the breaking of shift
symmetry mentioned above, while four-momentum is conserved in the usual way, k = ka + kb.
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